Combine and Improve Internet Connections on Linux
and Raspberry Pi with Speedify
PHILADELPHIA, August 8, 2019 — Connectify, Inc. is excited to announce version 8 of Speedify, the
company’s flagship bonding VPN service. Unlike other VPNs, Speedify combines two or more Internet
connections at once on your computer and mobile device. It’s the perfect tool for live streamers, online
gamers, reporters, travelers, and anybody who needs a reliable, fast, and secure Internet connection.
Speedify 8 brings support for Linux, including a wide variety of devices, from computers to the hot new
Raspberry Pi 4 Model B. Previously available only for internal testing purposes and limited beta testing,
Speedify for Linux now fully supports any Debian based operating system, including Ubuntu, Linux
Mint, and Raspbian Linux. Speedify for Linux also includes scripts to easily share a bonded VPN
connection from your Linux machine to your other devices. You get stable, fast and secure Internet
anywhere - at home, while traveling, or on the go.
“We listened to our users’ feedback and created the perfect tool for bonding Internet connections on
Linux machines. Everyone using the Internet for streaming, gaming, or trading on the go can now add
weightless bonding router capabilities on Raspberry Pi or other Linux based machines in their
backpack,” says Alex Gizis, CEO. “There’s no need to buy expensive multi-thousand dollars bonding
hardware now, when you can get Speedify at only a fraction of the cost.”
And that’s not all, Speedify 8 is also accompanied by a brand new Python API available on GitHub. This
lets Windows, macOS, and Linux users interact and control Speedify from their programs and scripts.
“Our ultimate goal is to enable everyone to benefit from our channel bonding technology - no matter
what platform or operating system they’re on.” noted Gizis.
Speedify is available for download on Windows, macOS, iOS, Android, and Linux from the Speedify
website (https://speedify.com) or directly in the App and Google Play stores.

About Connectify
Connectify creates apps that allow people to do more with their Internet connections. Their products
include Connectify Hotspot, the first software-only virtual router for Windows; Pingify, a mobile network
diagnostics tool app for iOS and Android to test the reliability of Wi-Fi, cellular and VPN connections;
and EdgeWise Connect, a native iOS app which rescues users from the edge of Wi-Fi. From their
offices in sunny Philadelphia, they continue to innovate by developing and designing apps that have
one thing in common: they make your Internet better.
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